Contrast enhancement on 100- and 120 kVp hepatic CT scans at thin adults in a retrospective cohort study: Bayesian inference of the optimal enhancement probability.
To assess the probability of achieving optimal contrast enhancement in 100 kVp and 120 kVp-protocol on hepatic computed tomography (CT) scans. We enrolled 200 patients in a retrospective cohort study. Hundred patients were scanned with 120 kVp setting, and other 100 patients were scanned with 100 kVp setting. We measured the CT number in the abdominal aorta and hepatic parenchyma on unenhanced scans and hepatic arterial phase (HAP)-, and portal venous phase (PVP). The aortic enhancement at HAP and the hepatic parenchymal enhancement at PVP were compared between the two scanning protocols. Bayesian inference was used to assess the probability of achieving optimal contrast enhancement in each protocol. The Bayesian analysis indicated that when 100 kVp-rotocol was used, the probability of achieving optimal aortic enhancement (>280 HU) was 98.8% ± 0.6%, whereas it was 88.7% ± 2.5% when 120 kVp-protocol was used. Also, the probability of achieving optimal hepatic parenchymal enhancement (>50 HU) was 95.3% ± 1.5%, whereas it was 64.7% ± 3.8% when 120 kVp-protocol was used. Bayesian inference suggested that the post-test probability of optimal contrast enhancement at hepatic dynamic CT was lower under the 120 kVp than the 100 kVp-protocol.